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BIRTHS, DEATHS AND MARRIAGES REGISTRATION AMENDMENT 
(CHANGE OF NAME) BILL 2018 

Second Reading 

Resumed from 5 December 2018. 

HON MICHAEL MISCHIN (North Metropolitan — Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [8.32 pm]: I rise as 
lead speaker on behalf of the Liberal opposition to indicate our support for the Births, Deaths and Marriages 
Registration Amendment (Change of Name) Bill 2018. It is a basic premise of the common law that a person can 
assume any name they like and can change their name at will; however, as time has passed and the need for 
certainty in the identification of people has become more important, and proving and providing evidence of our 
own identity has become more important, a regime has been established to be able to prove one’s identity. The 
Registrar of Births, Deaths and Marriages, who is responsible for the principal act, the Births, Deaths and Marriages 
Registration Act 1998, has the capacity to provide that evidential certainty. The establishment of one’s identity is 
important in a variety of ways, many of which we take for granted—drivers’ licences, applications for passports, 
registration for social security benefits or the opening of bank accounts. Indeed, over the years, one of the problems 
faced by Aboriginal people in remote areas when they cannot establish with any certainty the date of their birth 
and the like has been the inability to establish their identity with some specificity and certainty. The act provides 
a mechanism for the evidential establishment of one’s name. The fact of the ability to acquire or change a name is 
preserved in section 36 of the Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Act, which allows—this has been 
preserved notwithstanding the proposed amendments—for the establishment of one’s identity by way of repute 
or usage. As I have mentioned, that is retained. The fact remains that for most practical purposes changes to 
one’s name have to be evidenced in some official way by way of registration. The registrar has that responsibility 
in Western Australia, and there are similar regimes in other jurisdictions. 

I was informed during the briefing—having said that, the briefing was in September last year because this bill has 
been around for quite some time—that some 42 000 changes of name occur across Australia annually. We have our 
fair share of that in Western Australia, with something like 10 per cent or 4 200 changes of name. The Births, Deaths 
and Marriages Registration Act allows adults whose birth is registered in Western Australia or who are ordinarily 
domiciled or resident in Western Australia to change their name by application to the registrar. Parents can change 
the name of their child, and currently there is no legislative restriction on people born outside of Western Australia 
from applying to the registrar for a change of name. There are limited provisions under the existing legislative 
regime to decline a change of name when the registrar can think it is unsuitable for a variety of purposes, but often 
the registrar’s discretion and powers are limited, notwithstanding that there may be concerns about the reasons that 
someone is applying for a change of name. There is currently no limit on the number of times someone can change 
their name under the legislation. All these things present obvious risks to the identity regime upon which we rely, 
especially having regard to the risk of terrorist activity that we have had to face up to over the last decade in particular, 
the rise of organised crime generally and the rise of other forms of crime across state and territory borders. It is 
heightened by issues such as the need to ensure that violent offenders who may be in breach of violence restraining 
orders, family violence restraining orders and the like can be kept track of and controlled. Also, regimes such as 
the community protection registers and things of that nature, declarations of people as dangerous sex offenders 
and so forth, require an ability to ensure that people do not change their identities at their discretion and manage 
to slip through the system and disappear. One of the purposes of this legislation is to tighten up that regime to keep 
pace with not only agreements that have been reached on a national level with the commonwealth, but also other 
jurisdictions, in order to combat the risks posed by the looseness of the current arrangements under the legislation. 

This bill has taken some time to get to us. It was first introduced in the other place on 15 August last year. As 
I mentioned, I received a briefing on the bill on 5 September last year. The bill was debated and second read in the 
other place on 27 November last year and passed on to this chamber, where it was introduced on 5 December. The 
Leader of the House, on behalf of the Attorney General who was the sponsor of the bill, delivered her second 
reading speech on that date, and we have not seen the bill for the last nine months. Notwithstanding the supposed 
importance and urgency of the bill, we have since dealt with all sorts of other pieces of legislation rather than this 
one, which I would have thought was relatively uncontroversial. There will no doubt be a few questions raised in 
the course of the Committee of the Whole House, but the bill is an important reform and one that ought to be 
supported. It does not, to my mind, restrict the civil liberties of our citizens to any significant degree. However, it 
provides some certainty of the identity of people within this state and restricts the ability to simply change names 
and obtain evidential proof of a change of name in order to hide a previous identity and allow that to disappear 
when people have a motive to do so for mischievous reasons. 

A number of general requirements are in this Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Amendment (Change of 
Name) Bill. It provides that a person has to be born in Western Australia to be eligible to apply for a change of name. 
If a person is born elsewhere in Australia, they have to apply to the state or territory of their birth. Overseas-born 
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persons must be either permanent residents or Australian citizens and ordinarily be resident in Western Australia 
for at least 12 months before being eligible to apply for a change of name in this state and to have the force of the 
evidential weight the state can bring to that. 

The bill also limits a person changing their name once in a 12-month period and up to a maximum of three times 
in a lifetime. Certain latitude is allowed for in the legislation. There is discretion for the Registrar of Births, 
Deaths and Marriages to override those restrictions when a person wishes to take their spouse’s name or a change 
of name is necessary following a divorce. The discretion also extends to people who are experiencing domestic 
violence, or other persons who are being protected by the state. It allows the registrar to approve a change of 
name more than once within 12 months or more than three changes in a lifetime or when a person may have 
been born outside Western Australia if the registrar is satisfied there are sufficient good circumstances to warrant 
that registration. 

The legislation also contains restrictions on the ability of people to apply to have their name changed if they are 
subject to certain controls by the state. They are termed “restricted persons”. Generally, those restrictions apply to 
persons who are prisoners or who are dangerous sexual offenders. I digress for a moment to note that if the high-risk 
offenders legislation comes into operation, there may be a need for a consequential amendment somewhere along 
the track to address consequential changes to the Birth, Deaths and Marriages Act should this legislation pass first. 
Otherwise, there are restrictions on those subject to the community protection legislation and what is commonly 
called the sex offender register and things of that character. 

As I have mentioned, a number of questions may be raised during the Committee of the Whole about the operation 
of certain clauses of the bill. However, not much can be usefully said about the regime proposed by the bill that 
has not already been explained by the minister in her second reading speech, which she presented some nine months 
ago, and in the explanatory memorandum. I will therefore not hold up the proceedings any longer other than to 
indicate that the opposition supports the bill. I note Hon Nick Goiran has an amendment on the supplementary notice 
paper regarding the commencement, the merit of which can be explained by him in due course to other members 
of the house. We support the intention behind this legislation, which has been the product of a considerable amount 
of work not only at the national level but also within Western Australia to ensure that our main registration regime 
is robust and contemporaneous with the risks posed by terrorism, organised crime and interstate crime and will 
reflect the expectations one has from something that provides important evidence of one’s identity in a world that 
increasingly relies on that sort of certainty. The opposition supports the bill. 

HON ALISON XAMON (North Metropolitan) [8.44 pm]: I rise to indicate that the Greens will also support the 
Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Amendment (Change of Name) Bill 2018 and I am the lead speaker. 
This bill will amend the section of the Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Act that relates to name changes. It 
will tighten the audit trail for name changes, which seems like an important reform. It will also impose restrictions 
on how often and how many times a person can change their name. I note it will retain some discretion by the 
Registrar of Births, Deaths and Marriages to override those restrictions, particularly if the name change is to protect 
a person, is because of a marriage or a divorce, or is otherwise justified by exceptional circumstances. I will make 
some more comments about that in a moment. 

It will require offenders under state supervision to get approval from their supervisory authority before they can 
change their name. I note that the process is similar to a regime that has been in place since 2012 for reportable 
offenders under the Community Protection (Offender Reporting) Act. 

This idea has been floating around for a while. In 1992, the Standing Committee of Attorneys General investigated 
the possibility of increasing national cooperation in births, deaths and marriage registry services. A 1993 final report 
called “Project Link” recommended a strategy for gradually coordinating registry services across all the states and 
territories within Australia. The state and territory registrars of those services developed a model law, which was 
drafted by South Australia and which at the time was endorsed by SCAG. By 2003, that model had been adopted 
everywhere except in Queensland, albeit there was tweaking with local jurisdictions and that is why this is not 
uniform legislation. Queensland introduced its bill in 2003, containing a number of features that we see in this bill. 
In 2017, COAG signed an intergovernmental agreement endorsing the National Identity Security Strategy. The 
purpose of that was to combat identity theft and consequent fraud through better identification processes. We have 
seen since then that registrars have been considering ways to support the National Identity Security Strategy by 
looking at improving name change processes and information sharing and ways to participate in the document 
verification service that was rolled out in 2009. 
By 2011, at a meeting of the former Standing Council on Law and Justice, the ministers noted that we needed some 
consistent name change processes across the country to support the National Identity Security Strategy outcomes. 
They agreed at that time to implement the 10 recommendations that were contained in the discussion paper, 
“Ten Recommendations for a Better Approach to Change of Name Processes in Australia”. Subsequently, the 
other states and territories have implemented the standing council’s recommendations on name changes at least 
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partially, if not in full. Meanwhile, the commonwealth and New South Wales joint review of the 2014 Lindt Café 
siege considered identity issues in its 2015 report. This was because Mr Monis had formally changed his name 
twice but also successfully used up to 31 different identities on an informal basis. The report recommended that 
agencies should adopt name-based identity checks to ensure that they were using the national identity proofing 
guidelines and the document verification service. That was to ensure also that they were improving arrangements 
for sharing formal name change information between the commonwealth and state bodies. This is effectively how 
we have arrived at the situation we have now and why we are considering the Births, Deaths and Marriages 
Registration Amendment (Change of Name) Bill 2018. As has already been mentioned, it is about trying to 
strike a balance between ensuring that people have the civil liberty to determine the name by which they wish to 
be known, and ensuring that people are not able to use the name change regime as a way of effectively engaging 
in illegal behaviours. 
Each year, about 42 000 Australians register a name change and of those, about 4 200 are registered in 
Western Australia, so there are a lot of people who seek to change their name every year. As I understand it, at 
common law parents can and are expected to choose their child’s forename. That name is valid for legal identification. 
A surname is actually not legally required, but it is a convention and is acquired by reputation rather than by being 
legally bestowed. Any adult can change or add to their name, provided there is no intent to defraud, deceive or to 
inflict pecuniary loss on someone else. That change is effected by repute or by usage. Notwithstanding that at common 
law a name can be changed by repute or usage, people customarily change their name by deed poll to get official 
evidence of the change and to help them prove their identity. We know that, in light of identity fraud risks, such 
official evidence is increasingly required by government and by private bodies. 
As long as a person is not a restricted person, this bill ensures that an application can be made to change their name 
if their birth has been registered in Western Australia, if they are an adult born overseas but are Australian citizens 
or permanent residents, or if their birth is not registered interstate. They also need to have lived in WA for at least 
a year immediately preceding the application. This means that if a person’s birth is registered in an Australian 
registry, they have to do all the name changes via that registry. Effectively, they have to nominate a state, and that 
is where their record is going to be kept and where it will be changed from. I note that this bill still allows discretion 
by the registrar on a number of grounds, so that discretion is still being retained. The idea of this is to ensure 
that we prevent jurisdiction shopping to register different names. If their birth is not registered in an Australian 
registry because they were born overseas, they can still change their name subject to the jurisdictional conditions 
that I just stated. 
If people are born in Australia but their birth was never registered—I never cease to be surprised that there are still 
a lot of people whose births are unregistered—they would not initially use the change-of-name process, but the birth 
registration process. Unregistered births are a particular issue in some regional and remote Aboriginal communities. 
Since 2011, the registry has been involved in the department’s open day program, which is about helping 
Aboriginal people register their births and obtain a birth certificate. Having a birth certificate to prove identity is 
a necessary step for getting a whole range of things, including education, a driver’s licence, employment, any type 
of government benefit and health services. In 2017–18, the registry registered 155 previously unregistered births, 
and it has registered more than 1 500 previously unregistered births since starting with the open day program in 2011. 
Of those, 268 related to births prior to 1980. 
Following an application to have their name changed, the registrar must refuse to register if the person has 
registered a change of name either in this state or in another state within the last 12 months, or three more times 
previously since becoming an adult. However, despite the requirements I have listed, the registrar can still register 
the name change if they are satisfied that it is for the person’s protection; because the person’s marital status may 
have changed; or because it is justified by exceptional circumstances. I know that “exceptional circumstances” is 
not defined in the legislation, but the Attorney General has indicated that it would include such things as a person 
being in a witness protection program, or a person who might have taken out a violence restraining order and is in 
hiding from the perpetrator. I note that that is the sort of thing that is anticipated, but I would be interested to get 
some idea in the reply to the second reading debate of the range of exceptional circumstances that are intended to 
be contemplated, recognising that it would be highly undesirable to be too prescriptive about what that may be. 
The fact that discretion has been retained with the registrar is, I think, a positive thing, particularly given that there 
is an appeal process outlined in the legislation. 

We also know that the registrar can refuse to register a name change if they are not satisfied about the person’s identity 
or age or that all the requirements have been met. They need to be assured that that person has no convictions or 
pending charges, either inside or outside Western Australia, for offences involving fraud or dishonesty. They also 
have to be satisfied that the change of name is not for the purposes of avoiding paying a debt; avoiding being 
located or identified by a government agency; or intended to be used for any sort of fraudulent or improper purpose. 
The registrar can also refuse to register a prohibited name. This has already been defined, and is unchanged under 
this legislation. We are talking about a name that is obscene or offensive, or potentially impractical due to its 
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length, for example. It also covers the use of symbols; I note that if Prince had been a WA resident, he would not 
have been able to register the symbol that ended up becoming his name! That would have been prohibited. The 
registrar can also refuse if the name is considered to be contrary to the public interest. 

With regard to the registration of a change of a child’s name, it is pretty much the same as it is for adults, except 
that parents or guardians are able to make the application. In that situation, there is no limit on how many times 
a name can be changed. A name can also be changed if it is within a year of birth or if the Family Court has 
approved a name change. Importantly, it is also noted that if a child is over 12 years of age, their consent is 
required, and I think that is completely appropriate, unless it can be demonstrated that the child does not understand 
that their name is going to be changed. 

The bill also relates to change of name restrictions for restricted persons, apart from reportable offenders. In that, 
clause 13 is quite similar to the regime that has been in place since 2012 for reportable offenders under the 
Community Protection (Offender Reporting) Act. The Greens have had issues with the Community Protection 
(Offender Reporting) Act 2004 and the various amendments to it over the years, but concerns had not been 
expressed with regard to these particular provisions when the bill introducing them was debated. Unless the name 
change is of a child with Family Court approval, the registrar must not register a name change of restricted person 
unless it has the explicit written authority or written approval of the relevant supervisory authority; nor can that 
person make an application to have their name changed without the written approval of that supervisory authority. 
A number of penalties apply if that is undertaken. 

It is likely that the supervisory authorities that we are talking about will include the director general of the 
Department of Justice or the Commissioner of Corrective Services. For people on early release orders, the 
supervisory authority is likely to be the Prisoners Review Board. For supervised young offenders, it will be the 
Supervised Release Review Board. Even then, a supervisory authority can give approval only if they are satisfied 
that the change of name, in all the circumstances, is necessary or reasonable. They cannot give approval if they 
think that it is reasonably likely that the person is going to be detained, if it will have an adverse effect on security 
or discipline and good order at that place or—I think this is an important provision—if they are concerned that it 
will be regarded as offensive by a victim of crime or a significant sector of the community, or if it will frustrate 
the administration of the relevant supervisory act. If the supervisory authority decides to give approval, they have 
to act on that as soon as practicable. 

This is an important reform. I recognise that the balance is probably about right. We should allow people to change 
their names for a whole range of reasons, but it is appropriate that we also look at how we can balance that to make 
sure that we can cut down on issues of fraud. I particularly think that clamping down on jurisdiction hopping is 
a sensible and overdue reform. I do not believe this piece of legislation is particularly controversial. I am glad to 
see it finally come to this place and we will support it. 

HON NICK GOIRAN (South Metropolitan) [9.00 pm]: I rise to contribute to the Births, Deaths and Marriages 
Registration Amendment (Change of Name) Bill 2018. We need to look no further than the first paragraph of the 
explanatory memorandum to understand what the bill is seeking to achieve. The first paragraph states — 

The Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Amendment (Change of Name) Bill 2018 … amends the 
Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Act 1998 … to improve change of name processes and 
minimise exploitation of the current system for fraudulent or criminal activity or other wrongful purposes. 

That is what the government has told us this bill seeks to do. As has already been outlined by my learned friend 
the shadow Attorney General, Hon Michael Mischin, the opposition supports the bill. 

Let us pause for a moment to consider what level of priority the government has given this piece of legislation, 
which, as its own explanatory memorandum tells us, seeks to minimise exploitation of the current system for 
fraudulent or criminal activity or other wrongful purposes. This bill was introduced into the other place on 
15 August 2018—more than a year ago—and it was second and third read speedily on 27 November 2018. It was 
introduced into this place on 5 December 2018. It is now 17 September 2019 and this is the first time the 
government has decided to bring the bill on for consideration by this house, which its explanatory memorandum 
tells us seeks to minimise exploitation of the current system for fraudulent or criminal activity or other wrongful 
purposes. The opposition supports that, but the government considers that to be such an insignificant priority that 
it brings the bill on only today, 17 September 2019, having first introduced it into this place on 5 December 2018. 

I can understand that the government might have needed to take between December last year and September this 
year to bring this bill on for consideration if it had dealt with a magnificent legislative program in 2019. However, 
I pause to consider for a moment the 21 bills that the government has passed through this place this year with 
a higher priority than the bill before us, which the government says seeks to minimise exploitation of the current 
system for fraudulent or criminal activity or other wrongful purposes. That is what this bill seeks to do, according 
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to the government, but it has dictated to us this year that 21 other pieces of legislation were more important than 
this bill. 

Let us look at the first bill that it thought was the most important this year, the Gender Reassignment Amendment 
Bill 2018. After dealing with that top priority—that bill was given the gold medal by the government this year—
it speedily moved on to a cognate debate on bills to bring in the container deposit scheme in Western Australia. 
According to the government, the container deposit scheme was more important and had a higher priority than this 
bill, which seeks to minimise exploitation of the current system for fraudulent or criminal activity or other wrongful 
purposes. The container deposit scheme was more important than that. After we dealt with that, the government 
decided to deal with the Ports Legislation Amendment Bill 2017—another bill that had languished in Parliament for 
two years. Then it dealt with the Fair Trading Amendment Bill 2018 and then it moved on to something substantial, 
the Bail Amendment (Persons Linked to Terrorism) Bill 2018. We then had a cognate debate on the court tax bills, 
or, for those members who remember those bills, the Suitors’ Fund Amendment Bill 2017 and the Suitors’ Fund 
Amendment (Levy) Bill 2017—one of those taxes that Mr McGowan had promised under no circumstances would 
his government bring in. Nevertheless, no sooner did the government hit the Treasury bench than it brought in its 
various taxes. Of course, let us not forget its two failed attempts to bring in the gold tax and the fiasco of the 
lobster tax. After that, the government decided to prioritise the Child Support (Commonwealth Powers) Bill 2018, 
the Pay-roll Tax Assessment Amendment Bill 2019, the Taxation Administration Amendment Bill 2018, the 
Revenue Laws Amendment Bill 2018 and the Infrastructure Western Australia Bill 2019. The fourteenth bill that 
was brought in was the Public Health Amendment (Immunisation Requirements for Enrolment) Bill 2019. Those 
members who lived that particular debate will remember the farcical way in which the government dealt with 
that matter. It sought to carve out exceptions for almost every Western Australian. It pretended that it was very 
serious about immunisation in our state but decided to carve out exemptions for every man, woman and child in 
Western Australia—almost. The fifteenth bill was the Local Government Legislation Amendment Bill 2019, and then 
we had a cognate debate on the budget bills. Fair enough; the government would want to prioritise the cognate debate 
on the budget bills—the sixteenth and seventeenth bills that were passed. Then we dealt with the Police Amendment 
(Medical Retirement) Bill 2019, which I supported. It was an important bill, but I hasten to say that I could not, in 
all good conscience, suggest that it would be a higher priority than what this government says is a bill that seeks 
to minimise exploitation of the current system for fraudulent or criminal activity or other wrongful purposes. After 
that, the government decided that we would deal with the Road Traffic Amendment (Blood Alcohol Content) 
Bill 2019, before of course we spent an extraordinary period dealing with the TAB disposal and McGowan 
breathtaking hypocrisy bill 2019. That bill was debated cognately with another bill. 

Those were the 21 bills that the government decided this year were going to have a higher priority than this piece 
of legislation, which was first introduced into this chamber on 5 December 2018. The first question I have for the 
government, when it finally decides to reply and close the second reading debate, is: why has this bill had such 
a lack of priority? Is it true, as is outlined in the explanatory memorandum, that this is a serious bill that seeks to 
minimise exploitation of the current system for fraudulent or criminal activity or other wrongful purposes or is this 
really an irrelevant bill that the government does not care about and that it has brought on late on a Tuesday evening 
because it has nothing else to do and has decided to bring on today although it has been in the house since 
5 December? Is that what is going on with the government? The government decided to prioritise 21 other bills 
ahead of this one. I ask the government to explain why those 21 other bills had higher priority than this particular 
piece of legislation did. Let us not forget that this government wasted hours of time because of what has been 
colloquially referred to as the surrogacy bill, because this government was trying to ram through the Parliament 
a bill that was going to create unlawful discrimination against women. That has been the record of this government 
in 2019, and now, on 17 September 2019, it decides to bring in the Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration 
Amendment (Change of Name) Bill 2018, a bill that the opposition supports. Why has this government given this 
bill such little attention? Why does the government not care about this bill, which apparently seeks to address 
issues of fraudulent and criminal activity and other wrongful purposes? 

Apart from the fact that I think that this bill is once again, in effect, the latest chapter in this Labor government’s 
memorials of mismanagement in the fortieth Parliament, and quite apart from the fact that that is my view on this 
government’s track record, particularly in 2019, if members take the time to assess the legislative program of the 
government over the past two years, they will see that 2019 is not an isolated year by any stretch of the imagination. 
We had to put up with this in 2017 and 2018, and now, in a groundhog day fashion, we now find that we are having 
to deal with this again in 2019. It is plain to me that this bill is clearly not a priority for this government, which is 
a shame because if what the government says in the explanatory memorandum is true, this is important legislation 
that the opposition would like to support. 

Nevertheless, I have a few queries that we will deal with in the committee stage, in the event that the bill receives 
its second reading. Just to give the Leader of the House, the minister with carriage of this bill, some advance notice 
of the types of queries I have on this bill, I indicate to the minister that I would like to know whether this bill will 
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create a class structure among Western Australian residents. In addition, I would like to know the extent to which 
the Registry of Births, Deaths and Marriages currently participates in the national document verification service. 
Thirdly, what was the basis upon which the government decided to set the maximum number of changes to name 
at three? There must have been a reason why the government decided to choose the number three, rather than two, 
four, 10, 30 or some other number, and I would like to know the basis for choosing the number three. To date, no 
cogent or persuasive explanation has been provided by the government, and I would like to get that on the record, 
and if needs be, we will tease that out further in the Committee of the Whole House. 

As the shadow Attorney General, Hon Michael Mischin, has indicated, there is an amendment in my name on the 
supplementary notice paper. It addresses a seemingly self-evident oversight. It is uncontroversial. It is minor, and 
it ensures that clause 3 comes into operation at the same time as clauses 1 and 2. I am interested to know from the 
government what would be the problem with clause 3 coming into operation at that time, as has occurred with 
other legislation. If the government wants to have a debate about that when we get to clause 2, I am quite happy 
to take the minister through other legislation in which that has occurred. 

In conclusion, I support the passage of the bill, and encourage members to support the amendment when we get 
there, but I express my disappointment with this government’s plain lack of prioritisation of this bill. I look forward 
to an explanation from the government of why this bill has effectively been given the rank of 22, when 21 other 
bills have passed through this Parliament. That does not even include some of those hopeless and incompetent 
pieces of legislation that have not passed through the Parliament because of the ineptitude of this government, 
because it is not ready for those bills to be passed or they are not worthy of being passed at this time. 

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Pierre Yang. 
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